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Welcome Letter

Dear Delegates,

On behalf of the Huntington Beach High School Model United Nations Program,
we would like to welcome you to our Surf City XIX advanced conference!

Our annual Surf City conference upholds the principles and intended purpose of
the United Nations. Delegates can expect to partake in a professional, well-run
debate that simulates the very issues that those at the United Nations discuss every
day. Both novel and traditional ideas will be shared, challenged, and improved.

It is our hope that all delegates will receive the opportunity to enhance their
research, public speaking, and communication skills as they explore the intricacies
of global concerns through various perspectives, some of which may be very
different from their own. We hope their experiences here give them new insight
and values that they can apply outside of the realm of Model UN for the betterment
of the world community.

Please do not hesitate to approach our Secretariat or Staff Members with any
questions or concerns that you may have throughout the day. We wish the best to
all our participants and hope that they may share a fulfilling experience with us!

Enjoy the conference!

Sincerely,

__________________________ __________________________
Zach Bernstein Vivian Bui
Secretary General Secretary General

__________________________ __________________________
Lauren Le Alison Miu-Martinez
Secretary General Secretary General
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Meet The Dais

Rachel Carr
Hello delegates! Welcome to Surf City MUN. My name is Rachel Carr and I am beyond excited
to hear from each and every one of you. I am a Senior at Huntington Beach High School and
have been in MUN for four years. A bit about myself is that I love music, especially playing the
piano, singing and guitar (although I’m still learning how to play it). I am a member of
Huntington Beach’s Academy of the Performing Arts and am a vocalist in the program. Other
than music, I also enjoy going on food adventures with my friends--we are always looking for a
good new spot. I think you will enjoy researching and learning about our committee topics. We
took time and consideration into making them of interest to our delegates, so we hope you enjoy
it! Happy researching everyone.

Devon Chen
Hi delegates! Welcome to HBHS Surf City MUN’s Security Council #2! I am so excited to be
chairing for your committee. My name is Devon Chen, I am a senior here at HBHS, and I have
been in MUN for four years. Like Rachel, I also love music and am in HBAPA as a MMET Pop
Vocalist. I love singing fun songs like “Proud Mary,” ”Foxey Lady,” and that one TV Girl song.
Apart from singing I enjoy surfing (I used to be on the HBHS Surf Team), doing Wushu
(Chinese martial art), cooking, and listening to music. I enjoy listening to Noname, STAYC,
Arca, and Bladee (I’m going trashstar crazy). Fun fact about me, I am terrified of horses. They
scare me. I am currently obsessed with Sergei Parajanov films and love to go on really long
walks. I am beyond excited to hear all of your creative solutions!

Juliette Guenneugues
I am a senior in Huntington Beach High School. This is my fourth year in HBHS’s MUN
program and it will be my second time chairing a committee. I’m happy to be in this program as
it has taught me so much about the world, and I am excited that you will all be joining us to
debate on these topics. Outside of MUN, I also do theatre in our school’s performing arts
program, and when I have time I also like to read, do woodworking and practice aerial silks.
This will be my last conference in MUN, so I am excited to be chairing. I can’t wait to see you
all in committee!

All Papers are due on JANUARY 30, 2022 by 11:59pm to
surfcitymun.sc2@gmail.com
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Topic A: Haitian Coup

Background
Due to a long history of unstable governments, natural disasters, gang violence,

inadequate economies, and epidemics, Haiti is currently the poorest country in the Western
Hemisphere, and over half its inhabitants live below the World Bank’s poverty line and are in
need of immediate food assistance. Haiti has had virtually constant political instability, with
leaders being regularly forcibly removed or assassinated, and experiencing almost constant
undemocratic practices even after the establishment of a somewhat democratic system. Even
now, corruption is a major problem, and large segments of the population are not allowed any
say in politics, including women. The elections that do happen generally include very low
percentages of the population actually voting (the most recent voter turnout rate being around
18%), due to a widespread belief that no politician will help them fix anything. Many of those
that do vote are paid to do so. Additionally, intimidation, violence, and even killings are not
uncommon during election and even pre-election periods, especially during protests and riots,
which further decreases any incentives to vote.1 Haiti has been occupied multiple times over the
years by various foreign nations, including the United States, most recently in 2004 with UN
backing to prevent government instability after the assassination of the then-current president.

Haiti has suffered tremendously from natural disasters that have repeatedly destroyed its
infrastructure and disrupted its economy. According to the World Bank, over 90% of Haiti’s
population is extremely vulnerable to natural disasters. The nation has become dependent upon
international aid, though mismanagement of humanitarian relief funds has become a common
problem. Haiti has been struggling for years to recover from a devastating earthquake in 2010
which caused around the deaths of 220,000, displaced 1.5 million, and injured 300,000. It
destroyed Haiti’s infrastructure, which has yet to be entirely restored, and damaged its economy
as well the nation’s order. The lack of infrastructure has since made it doubly hard to reconstruct
vital buildings, further complicating the issue and inhibiting development. Additionally, UN
peacekeepers that were sent to help in the aftermath inadvertently brought a deadly outbreak of
cholera, which has subsequently affected over 800,000 people and killed around 10,000.2 In
August 2021, another devastating earthquake struck, killing over 2,200 and resulting in over
650,000 being in need of emergency humanitarian assistance.3 Additionally, the nation is
periodically at risk of hurricanes (in 2020 alone, hurricanes caused 13,000 displacements).

The instability in the nation has caused gangs to run rampant as a lack of law
enforcement has led them to form in order to fight for available resources, fighting each other for
control over cities. They loot, destroy and burn homes and businesses and leave thousands of
people dead and injured. Even police stations are attacked, and without a strong police or
military, the government has very little power to stop any of it, struggling to keep even its current
national police force as it gradually weakens due to a lack of resources. As it is, the government
essentially allows gangs to control the nation’s regions. Gangs even control with impunity places
right near the presidential palace and the legislative assembly. Gang warfare prevents
humanitarian assistance and paralyzes the economy as movement is blocked and businesses are
destroyed. In 2020, 7,900 people were displaced as a result of gangs.4 The capital especially,
Port-au-Prince, is largely controlled by gangs and gang violence.

The coronavirus had mostly only had a minimal impact on the nation until around June of
this year, when numbers started to rise. Haiti only started receiving doses of the vaccine in July,
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and has since only distributed them to 1% of the population, returning hundreds of thousands of
unused vaccines to avoid them expiring.5 Hospitals in the nation are generally poor and unable to
keep up with the numbers of people (even outside of COVID) who need medical attention. This
is due to a lack of resources, even though many are unable to actually make it to the hospitals
due to gang violence. Additionally, Haiti relies on fuel for energy to keep its hospitals
functioning, as the electricity grid is unreliable and often has prolonged power outages. Recently
however, there have been fuel shortages as Haiti’s largest fuel terminal was blocked by a gang
(preventing the importation of 70% of its gasoline), putting many more at risk.6

In 2015, Jovenel Moise won presidential elections, but due to violent unrest and
challenge from the opposition with allegations of voter fraud when he won by a small margin,
another official election was held where Moise won a clear majority and was accepted and sworn
in February 20177. Once his term was near to ending, he refused to step down and prevented the
next elections from happening. He also tried to change the nation’s Constitution to give the
president more power and increase his terms in office. He broke up powerful monopolies with
corrupt government connections and went after the elite in the nation, making lots of powerful
enemies within Haiti. He was accused of embezzlement and of using military force to suppress
political opposition. On July 7, 2021, Moise was assassinated by mercenaries (though it remains
unclear who exactly is responsible).8 Soon after, Ariel Henry was appointed as interim prime
minister and has acted as the nation’s leader, though many do not consider him or his actions
legitimate. He has fired a chief public prosecutor that had attempted to charge him for Moise’s
murder and replaced the country’s justice minister, at which point the Secretary-General of
Haiti’s Council of Ministers resigned. Claiming the personnel under Moise were untrustworthy
and incapable of properly running an election, he also dismissed the Provisional Electoral
Council, postponing the elections further to the 7th of November, promising to appoint a new
electoral council.9 Presidential and legislative elections have since been postponed once again to
the second half of 2022, even as the nation currently lacks 20 of its 30 senators and faces
political crises. Henry, despite some opposition, is also attempting to amend the constitution:
changing presidential term limits from 5 to 2 years and mandating military service for all citizens
after 18 years of age.10

For a long time, Haiti’s economy has been significantly weak, and the recent problems
have only exacerbated that fact, increasing poverty rates and instability. General humanitarian
conditions are poor: infant mortality rates are high, basic immunization is low and over one fifth
of children are at risk of cognitive and physical limitations. Education levels are low: 70% of all
schools in the Southwestern part of the country are currently damaged or destroyed, and while
many classes have continued outside of classrooms, the risks of the majority of children
dropping out have increased significantly.11 Haiti has a very large inequity within the nation, with
the richest 20% owning over 64% of all the wealth and the lowest 20% owning barely 1%. The
lack of education, wealth inequality, poor living conditions, population growth, mass deaths,
natural disasters, instability and gang violence has impeded trade, decreased worker potential and
brought down the economy significantly. Haiti remains the poorest nation in its region and is
ranked 170/189 on the UN’s Human Development Index. Its trade has an annual deficit around
$190 million and continues to rely on foreign on loans and its national debt has since risen to
nearly $4 billion even with all debts before 2010 being dismissed.12 There is a dire need for
significant changes within Haiti to improve the economic, humanitarian and political situation of
the nation.
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United Nations Involvement
The MINUSTAH mandate was implemented by the UN Security Council to help promote

the stability of Haiti after their presidential election in 2011. The UN Security Council voted to
extend this peacekeeping program due to the current circumstances of Haiti's environment, and it
only ended in 2017. The UN recognizes Haiti's need for a stable and trustworthy government. It
condemned the Haitian coup of 1991 and in 1993, the Security Council placed embargoes on the
nation’s military arms and related materials (including weapons, ammunition, military vehicles,
etc). In addition to MINUSTAH, the United Nations Mission in Haiti (UNMIH) works to assist
in modernizing the armed forces and in creating a new police force. It operated from 1993 to
1996. After negotiations the embargo was lifted in 1994, and that year they returned back into
operation within Haiti as UN Embargoes and additional trade embargoes – other than for food –
were imposed. These negotiations help to determine UNMIH as a multinational force against the
unstable environment. General Cédras from the original coup met in New York after being
leveraged by the economic stance taken against them due to the minimization of the coup.
Within UNMIH, there were 28 nations in this Force and they deployed into Haiti to promote
human rights in assisting in building institutions. In two years the United States was able to put
together an armed force alliance with 600 troops and 800 international police members13. In an
attempt to stabilize the volatile region, the UN has taken inspiration from the U.N. Truce
Supervision Organization in the Middle East, displaying challenging Regional and political
environments14.

Following the end of MINUSTAH in 2017, the UN Security Council established another
peacekeeping mission, The United Nations Mission for Justice Support in Haiti (MINUJUSTH),
replacing the military soldiers with police forces and correction officers. It ran from 2017 to
2019. The United Nations Integrated Office in Haiti (BINUH) was then established in June 2019.
It is a special political mission passed by the Security Council in resolution 2476. It has worked
to provide advisory services and good offices, working with State institutions to improve
governmental stability, promoting human rights, developing infrastructure and improving law
and order. Since 2019, it has continually been renewed by the Security Council.

Haiti has been particularly vulnerable to humanitarian crises, and the UN has helped them
in this regard as well. In 2010, following the devastating earthquake in Haiti, the International
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD, a specialized UN agency), which helps develop Haiti
to reduce rural poverty, provided $2.5 million to rehabilitate infrastructure, and more
importantly, forgave over $50 million of debt Haiti had accrued. More recently in 2021, the UN
appealed to the international community to provide $187 million to support the half a million
people most vulnerable as a result of the recent earthquake and rebuild destroyed infrastructure.
The UN does have multiple funding projects for various problems plaguing Haiti. The UN Haiti
Cholera Response Multi-Partner Trust Fund is one such example which helped establish a
coordinated response to combat cholera. The Organization for Migration supports families
displaced by earthquakes that destroyed their homes and provided mental health services as well.

In response to President Moïse’s assasination during the Summer of 2021, the UN
Secretary-General António Guterres has condemned the acts of violence that caused his death. In
his statement he specifically gave his condolences to Moïse’s family and reassured that the UN
will stay with the government of Haiti and the people of Haiti.15
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Case Study: The Effects of Colonization on

Modern-day Haiti
It’s hard to understand the nuances of modern-day Haitian politics without understanding

the historical context that shaped Haiti to what it’s currently in. The Haitian Revolution of
August 21, 1791 started as a slave revolt overthrowing the oppresive French colonizers and
escalated into an entire war for independence.16 By the time Haiti gained their  independence on
January 1, 1804, they became the first black nation in the western hemisphere.17

The French colonizers, unable to recognize a free black-led nation that banned slavery,
sent an armed flotilla of warships in 1825 demanding Haiti to pay 150 million francs to solidify
their independence or face military intervention.18 The Haitian government obliged and because
the revolution and centuries of colonization that drained Haitian land left the government broke,
they took out loans from French Banks, who in turn gave them high interest rates.
A total of $20 to $30 billion USD in today’s amount was paid to slaveholders and their
descendants by the Haitian government and 80% of Haiti’s wealth was used to pay for the debt
by the late 1800s.19

Furthermore, upon independence, the US under Thomas Jefferson committed to isolating
the nation from interacting with the US to strangle the nation economically.20 This led to a
struggling Haitian economy upon the nation’s inception. For sixty years, the US would refuse to
recognize Haiti as a legitimate nation, instead opting to trade with Haiti on often unequitable
terms because Haiti had no other options on the international market because of racism. By the
mid 19th century, the US would export more goods to Haiti than any other Latin American
country which made Haiti dependent on American goods. Haitians had no other choice but to
trade with the US because their only other option was France.21

However, growing economic interest in the nation formed over the years. Due to an
influx of German influence in Haiti, the US headed by the National City Bank of New York
sought to acquire investor control of Haiti’s sole commercial bank and government treasury, the
Banque Nationale de la République d’Haïti (BNRH) to mitigate German influence. The BNRH
and the National City Bank planned to destabilize Haiti through US military intervention and
following a coup that deposed Haitian President Michel Oreste on January 27, 1914, the US
deployed the USS Montana in Port-au Prince harbor during the following days. French forces
followed the US’s response and all forces promised to leave the city by February 9, 1914.

American bankers began pushing the fear that Haiti would default on its debt and called
for the US State Department to provide military support to “protect” Haiti’s national reserves,
arguing that the Haitian government was too unstable to hold their own assets. The US then
seized control of over $13 million USD worth of gold in today's value, holding the money in
Wall Street. This act ensured that the US would be in complete control over Haiti's finances,
pushing even more exploitative measures on Haiti.

With the following years of socio-economic instability and the assasination of the
President of Haiti, Vilbrun Guillaume Sam, the US launched an invasion and subsequent
occupation of Haiti on July 28, 1915.22

The killing of President Sam, who was lynched by a mob angry at his repressive and
corrupt politics, was deemed as having too much anti-American sediment because of the mob’s
anger against the Haitian American Sugar Company (HASCO). This prompted the US
government to invade the island nation. 330 troops were stationed under US president Woodrow
Wilson and a military regime was put in place.23
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Under the occupation, the US took advantage of racial tensions by re-establishing the
elite French/mulatto class of Haitians to positions of power while the majority of the population
suffered conditions similar to living conditions under colonial rule.24 Additionally, many cultural
practices such as Voodoo were persecuted on the Island. US companies subjugated Haitians to
work in conditions akin to slavery and through the three US presidencies that Haiti was under
military occupation, numerous human rights abuses took place. Summary executions and torture
were particularly common in the island and by the time the US left on August 1, 1934, Haiti was
more drained than ever.25

The US enacted another invasion and occupation in Haiti through September 19, 1994 to
March 31, 1995, to regain Haiti from a military Junta.26 The invasion was in response to a
military coup four years earlier in 1991 that overthrew elected President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
and was authorized through the United Nations Security Council Resolution 940 on July 31,
1994.27 The military regime in Haiti destabilized and succumbed to defeat. Jean-Bertrand
Aristide returned to Haiti in late 1994.

In return for the US’s aid in bringing Artistide’s government back, he agreed to join the
IMF and World Bank which led Haiti to rely on importing food.28 Furthermore, the stability
brought by the intervention didn’t last long as merely ten years later Aristide’s cabinet would be
overthrown yet again, prompting another invasion by the US.29 Through every military
intervention by the US, the Haitian government’s stability deteriorates. Neocolonial policies
forced on the Haitian people strangled Haitian economic growth and socioeconomic prosperity.
From the inception of the nation it’s been a target of exploitation by western powers. Years of
extraction from this island leaves it vulnerable to political instability and foreign intervention
often worsens the nation’s instability.

The dependence Haiti had on foreign inputs and aid only got worse with the earthquake
of 2010. A total of $13 billion USD was given to Haiti and although a majority of this aid came
through the UN, the US through USAID has given more than $712 million. The influx of aid
given at once as immediate response to the earthquake only seemed to exacerbate foreign aid
reliance in Haiti. Although the giving of aid wasn’t meant to choke the nation, it’s still a
reflection of the practices western governments did to Haiti in the past following Haitian
Independence.

It is evident that the current crisis involving Haiti’s president is inextricably linked to
Haiti’s history of this neocolonial violence. The centuries of exploitation of the Haitian people
and land has left the country drained. Furthermore, the economic burdens brought on by western
powers left the nation unable to economically develop and compete with the rest of the world.

Questions to Consider
1. What can your country do to increase political stability in the nation?
2. How can your country address the issue of gangs in Haiti?
3. How can Haiti improve its economy despite the numerous destabilizing problems it

constantly faces?
4. What should be done about the human rights violations caused by the nation’s police?
5. How can your country improve the living conditions of the people (access to food, water,

medical help, etc) in a significant and lasting way?
6. How can your country increase development in the nation?
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Topic B: Deescalating Hostilities

Between China and Taiwan

Background
In 1949 during the Chinese Civil War, Communist Party forced the current ruling

government of China to Fleet, where they went to Taiwan30. Since 1949, Taiwan, also known as
the Republic of China, and China also known as the People's Republic of China, have claimed to
be the real China. There's a divide between nations that recognize Taiwan as a legitimate State31.
The US, NATO, and a majority of Western governments recognize Taiwan as a legitimate
Nation, while the Soviet Bloc traditionally recognize the new communist party instead. It was
only until the United States needed to push leverage on the Soviet Union and 1979 that the U.S.
government changed alliances from Taiwan to the new communist China32.

The exodus of ethnically Han Chinese peoples from the mainland is nothing new for
Taiwan. Since the dawn of the Qing Dynasty, large waves of Han Chinese people moved to the
island to seek refuge from the Qing government or to engage in piracy. By then, seafaring
Chinese peoples such as the Hokkien, Hakka, and Japanese pirates resided on the island for years
with the aboriginal Taiwanese populations. However upon the complete deposition of the Ming
Dynasty by the Manchus, the island came to be a haven for Ming resistance, most notably with
Zheng Chenggong, Prince of Yanping, a famous Ming loyalist who fled to the island from
Fujian. He reclaimed the island from Dutch merchants and used it as a base for Ming resistance,
leading attacks along the Chinese coast for years. Separation from the mainland has manifested
as a core ideology for Taiwanese people to this day and has caused great contention between
Taiwan and China.

China has made efforts with Taiwan to limit ongoing conflict. They agreed upon their
differences in the 1992 consensus, where both parties agreed that they both believed themselves
to be the one and only real China33.  In the past, actions from China such as the Three Links
Accord – Transportation, Commerce, and communication have been implemented. This
promptly catalyzed Taiwan forming the Three Notes Accord – no contact, no negotiation, and no
compromise34. However, this policy was changed and by 1987, Taiwan began accepting visitors
from mainland China to come visit35. It is important to note that there has never been a formal
agreement of peace from either nations, making both countries technically still at war today.

With Taiwan representing less than 2% of the Chinese population and 1/1000 of Chinese
land mass, there is a symbolic reason for why mainland China would like to keep Taiwan within
their occupation36. There have been recent uprisings and protests in Hong Kong after their
release to China under the One State Nation Policy, displaying that there is much to lose more
than land if Taiwan becomes an independent state in the eyes of Mainland China37. The One
State Nation Policy states that there is only one sovereign state in China, despite there currently
being multiple who claim to be the official one.  Mainland China has a tendency to implement
and veto democratic policies once nations such as Hong Kong return to them. This has caused
Taiwan to also fear returning back to Mainland China, and protests under the Sunflower
Movement have begun38.  The Sunflower movement is a student-led rebellion against mainland
China and a push for legislative review of the CSSTA. The streets of Taipei have been flooded
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with slogans such as ``Yes to Taiwan, no to China." Taiwan represents what China could be; a
democracy with different ethnic Chinese that is a current threat to the Communist Party.

However, progress has been made despite the rising tensions between China and Taiwan.
In 2014 there was an official meeting between both the Chinese and Taiwanese governments,
where they made contact for the first time since 194939. These novel events show that both
countries are working towards a more peaceful relationship with one another. However, within
citizens of Taiwan, tensions continue brewing with the need to become an independent state. At
the recent Olympics, there was much controversy over whether Taiwan should be able to use
their state name in the Olympics40. While the gesture may seem minimal, to China it would show
Taiwan asserting themselves as an independent nation.

Many major corporations don't have diplomatic relations with Taiwan because any corporation
that has diplomatic relations with them, in turn, traditionally do not have diplomatic relations
with China--a larger and more powerful partner. Trading with Taiwan and partnering with them
for business, or supporting their government as opposed to Mainland China’s can cause intense
feedback from the Comunist Chinese government. Corporations such as the Gap, to celebrities
labeling Taiwan as its own country, have had to publicly apologize in order to please Mainland
China. Only 14 countries see Taiwan as its own nation. In 1975, the US Congress passed the
Taiwan Relations Act; the goal of this was to assess Taiwan and maintain its self-defense.

Chinese president Xi Jinping stated “The complete reunification of our country must be,
and will be realised” at a press conference regarding the state of Chinese-Taiwan relations42. He
also later stated that conflict between China and Taiwan cannot continue for generations and with
increased military force,  the question of when this will end in the eyes of mainland China arises.
President of Taiwan—Tsai Ing—won her seat under the campaign strategy of maintaining
isolation from mainland China and protecting Taiwan. She ran on maintaining the current status
quo of relations between Taiwan and China, but displayed the common issue of citizens wanting
to maintain sovereignty from mainland China.

Recently, China’s air force sent nearly 150 planes into Taiwan’s territory in the last month
and military surveillance has been rapidly increasing43. Fears of invasion from China to Taiwan
has caused them to buy submarines. The United States, Taiwan's main ally,  has provided key
technology and combate sonar. In accordance with the Taiwan Resolution Act of the US, the
U.S. is likely to take action should any invasion or aggression against Taiwan occur. If this were
the case, there is risk for conflict from both Western Nations and those in direct conflict. Due to
the polarity of The Stance of the legitimacy of Taiwan as its own sovereign state, the risk of
Taiwan in China heating up tensions and invasions, pulls on the world stage to counter or support
such efforts.

On December 1st, 2021,former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan—a nation that for a
long time had always supported Taiwan behind closed doors but never publicly due to their fear
of China—showed signs of support for Taiwan44. For the first time ever, in Japan's defense plan
they mentioned Taiwan. This feeds into the notion that perhaps tensions between China and
Taiwan on the stance of their legitimacy as a nation are changing with more nations favoring
Taiwan. President Xi Jinping has a history of craving power. He recently declared himself
chairman for life, and is the chairman of operations within China. He shifts more towards
authoritarianism over prior presidents and any conflict with China could be a catastrophe. There
is an increase in concern of human rights within China to minority groups and through their
retraction of democratic policies in Hong Kong. Shinzo Abe was criticized by a spokesperson for
President Xi who stated "No one should underestimate the strong resolve, determination and
capability of the Chinese people to safeguard their national sovereignty and territorial
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integrity45." Japan stated that a threat to Taiwan would be a threat to Japan and therefore a threat
to their allies the United States. With tensions rising on such a world scale, there is a major risk
of absolute catastrophe should conflicts arise.

United Nations Involvement
Taiwan is not a member of the United Nations because China opposes it, however the

UN, in some retrospect, recognizes Taiwan as a sovereign state46. Being one of the primary
victorious allies of World War 2, the Republic of China (ROC) became a permanent member of
the UN Security Council. Furthermore, being a member since the UN’s founding in 1945, the
ROC would continue to represent the government of China in the UN until 1971. Through the
overlapping time frame of the foundation of the People’s Republic of China in 1949 to the
General Assembly Resolution 2758 in 1971, there wasn’t much thought outside of General
Assembly Resolution 1668 into which China to represent in the UN; it was simply established
that even though the ROC was in exile in Taiwan, they would still represent China in the UN.
Essentially, the way the international community views Taiwan today was the way the
international community viewed the mainland government then. Only Soviet-aligned nations
would interact with the mainland and even then, terms of actual recognition were murky. Over
time as China began opening up and departing from the Soviet Union, the question on
representation became increasingly important.

The United Nations has made several key initiatives regarding the precarious position
Taiwan and China held and still hold. Following the establishment of the People’s Republic of
China (PRC), The United Nations issued the United Nations General Assembly Resolution
166847 which presented the issue of recognizing which China’s the legitimate China as an
“important question”. From this resolution, decisions regarding which Chinese government to
deem legitimate would be determined by a two thirds vote. The UN General Assembly resolution
275848 on October 25, 1971 was enacted in response to Resolution 1668, recognizing the PRC as
the legitimate China. All of these resolutions coincided with increased outreach to mainland
China. During July of the same year, Former United States Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger
made secret communication with Chinese President Zhou Enlai and even went on a secret trip in
China to plan for Nixon’s historic visit to the nation in 1972. By the time the UN finalized the
recognition of the PRC, it seems that the international community was quickly following behind.

A major turning point in modern Taiwanese history came with president Lee Teng-Hui, a
“native born” Taiwanese president who was an avid supporter of the Pro-Democracy movement
post-Tiananmen Square Massacre. Under his administration, Taiwan applied for recognition
twice, both in 1993 and later in 1996. Both appeals were denied by the UN.4950

Requests for admission and recognition in the UN became almost regular since President
Lee Teng-Hui’s presidency. More recently, since the increased attention on Taiwan, prominent
US figures and diplomats such as US Secretary of State Antony Blinken have been quoted as
wishing for more tangible participation in the UN.5152 In response, the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) party has been quoted as stating that Taiwan has no right to join the organization.

However, this is not to say that the Taiwanese lack representation within the UN itself. It
isn’t unheard of in the UN to allow Taiwanese nationals to work with the UN, albeit under
particular names and for limited projects because they have to work without formal recognition.
Furthermore, internships in the UN are also common under particular names (oftentimes these
names have some connection to China such as “Taiwan, Province of China”) or under the
“Stateless” category.53 In general, the challenges the Taiwanese government faces within the UN
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dwell outside of this sphere. In regards to occupational opportunities, Taiwanese nationals are
simply treated at the same level as stateless peoples. Though the status of unrecognition inhibits
Taiwanese nationals from getting desired internships and positions of employment, there is no
clear prejudice against Taiwan and the issues of actual representation are considerably more
pressing in the nation than anything.

Case Study: The Taiwanese Semiconductor

Industry
An important industry that Taiwan relies for bargaining power is it's electronics.

Specifically, Taiwan's semiconductor chip industry helped the nation make a presence
internationally. Semiconductor chips are electric circuits found in almost all modern electronics,
including medical equipment, smartphones, computers, gaming equipment, digital cameras, and
even home appliances like washing machines.54 Since most nations don't have the capacity to
donate the level of capital to produce semiconductor chips, Taiwan's unique political position
took advantage of this economic niche to become one of the world's top producers of
semiconductors.

The semiconductor industry was birthed in Taiwan in 1974 and was boosted by a transfer
of RCA technology to the nation in 1976. Taiwanese companies took this technology and used it
to pioneer the fabless foundry model of semiconductors, thrusting the small island to the
international market. The high engagement of private sector firms; public sector infrastructure
and research institutes; governmental coordination agencies; and inner-organizational structures
within the island facilitated an environment that promoted competition in the industry. The
amount of participation the country invested in the industry propped Taiwan to become a global
leader in the industry.55

Of the Taiwan based semiconductor companies, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Co. Is one of the top producers and has made the most international prowess. With a market cap
of $550 billion and it's rank as one of the world’s top ten most powerful companies, TSMC has
become a valuable asset for Taiwan.56 By 2020, TSMC became the leader of the global
semiconductor industry, accounting for more than 50% of the global market. Not only has TSMC
thrust Taiwan into the international tech mainstream, they’re also responsible for being a buffer
between the ROC and the PRC. Mark Liu, TSMC’s Ltd's chairman has been quoted on saying
how his company’s been one of the reasons China refuses to actually disturb the island.57 Further,
TSMC’s subsidiaries in China have also proven to be beneficial to Taiwan-China relationships as
the outreach to the mainland in Shanghai brought revenue.58

The COVID-19 pandemic has negatively affected the chip industry as a whole, but
Taiwan has seen the brunt of issues. Demand for semiconductor chips during the pandemic
skyrocketed past the capacity chipmakers could produce during lockdown and was compounded
by shipping delays due to the pandemic.59 Early to mid 2021 saw the worst of the supply chain
crisis, as the world was finally starting to make progress out of the pandemic and open up
demand for general goods increased to levels the global shipping industry and producers such as
the Taiwanese chip companies couldn’t produce.60

In response, The U.S. Commerce Department Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo made
a statement on May 4, 2021 pressing TSMC to tackle the supply chain shortage and prioritize US
auto companies.61 The chip shortage affected the US, halting economic progress out of the
pandemic and was responsible for mass layoff amongst the tech and auto industry.
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Further, following president Biden’s Presidential Executive Order on February 24, 2021 to
investigate supply chain shortages, a request to investigate TSMC and other South Korean and
Taiwanese manufacturer’s confidential business data was put in place with a deadline of
November 8.62 The submission of data would be in the form of a questionnaire and although it
was “voluntary” in theory, Gina Raimondo issued a statement warning that if corporations failed
to cooperate with the orders the US government would issue the Defense Production Act among
other actions to pry the information out.63

TSMC complied with this order to the chagrin of not only the Taiwan Democratic
Progressive Party but also mainland China. Almost immediately after TSMC and Samsung
announced their cooperation with the order, Chinese state media accused Washington of trying to
extort data from the companies and accused them of acting against the wishes of China.64

Although TSMC issued a statement reassuring the public that no customer-specific data would
be released to the US government, the sediment of a native Taiwanese company being
subjugated to such laws sparked anger amongst not only Taiwanese nationalists but supporters of
the mainland.65 Xi Chen, an official at the Peking University’s Institute for Global Cooperation
and Understanding, was quoted as saying that he speculates the data given to the US could be
used to potentially sanction Chinese companies. He believes the specific emphasis on Biden’s
order for Taiwanese and Korean companies — some of which aren’t even directly involved in
the semiconductor industry — was so the US could have an easier gateway into China.66 67

Although the CCP itself hasn’t made an official statement regarding TSMC’s data transfer to the
US, Chinese state media has attacked the Taiwanese government for not standing up to the US
government on numerous occasions since the press release announcing the transfer would take
place.

It is highly unlikely that China would go through a military invasion for Taiwan’s
lucrative semiconductor industry. In fact, quite the contrary can be said about this industry. It
seems that China’s ultimate plan for reunification involves a peaceful transfer caused by
economic gravity from themselves as the consequences of a military invasion can escalate.
Furthermore, proper de-escalation of the media-fire regarding TSMC and stronger protection
from US threats regarding noncompliance is more likely to strengthen Taiwan-China relations.68

TSMC has the potential to be a huge asset in regards to strengthening the relations of both parties
as the chip market is only expected to grow with global digitization.

Though most nations internationally don’t recognize Taiwan as a nation, the threat of
economic downturn such as the chip shortage during the pandemic seems to be enough for
nations to defend the island nation. It is necessary to understand the economic influence Taiwan
has on the international stage because it’s one of the only outlets Taiwan makes a presence. This
complicated position within world politics means that individual nations, especially developed
western nations that import Taiwanese semiconductors, play a role in the de-escalation of Taiwan
and China.

Questions to Consider
1. What role does your nation play in the event of an invasion of Taiwan?
2. Most nations recognize the PRC as the legitimate China. However, if your nation does

believe in the ROC, how will you cooperate with your peers who predominantly support
the PRC?

3. What are your country’s relations with Taiwan? How may that affect your position on the
issue?
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4. Does your nation believe China has a right to deploy more military force over the
independent sovereign state of Taiwan?

5. Has your nation dealt with issues regarding seperatist states and illegitimate
governments? How has your nation tackled that issue or if it hasn’t, how will that issue
affect your position in this committee?

6. How can human rights be ensured in the event of China unifying Taiwan?
7. How will your solutions effectively de-escalate tensions between Taiwan and China?
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